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A continuity theorem for an operator r,: PV’~‘(0)-L’(D) of the form 
TAu) =f(u, Du) when f is not a continuous function is proven. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The present paper deals with the problem of finding conditions under 
which a function f: R X R” + R provides, via the operator 
(TfU)(X) =fMx>, Du(x)) (1.1) 
a continuous mapping from a Sobolev space W’3q(G) into a space L’(G). Iff 
is continuous (and satisfies appropriate growth conditions depending on q, r), 
then the continuity of the operator T, follows from the Lebesgue dominated 
convergence theorem (see, e.g., [ 7, Theorem 19.1, p. 1541 and [6] for an 
abstract characterization). When f(s, z) = (a(s), z) with a(s) bounded 
measurable vector function, the continuity of T, has been proved in [ 5 j. 
In the present paper we prove (see Theorem 2.1) the continuity of T, for 
functions f(s, z) which satisfy the usual Caratheodory conditions (i.e., 
measurable with respect to s and continuous with respect to z) and such that 
for all s E R the function f is continuous at (s, 0). 
For example our result applies to operators of the form 
(1.2) 
i aij(U) DiUDju + t b,(u) D~u + C(U) 
i,j= I i=l 
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with aij and bi bounded measurable functions and c bounded continuous 
function. 
In the proof of Theorem 2.1 we use a lower semicontinuity result proved 
in 111. 
2. STATEMENT OF THE RESULT 
In the following we consider functions f: Fi x F?” -+ iii. We say that J 
satisfies hypothesis (H,) (1 <p < + 00) if there exists a constant c such that 
If(S,Z)j < C(l + ISI” + iZIp) (H,,! 
for every s E iR, z E R”. 
In the case p = +co, we say thatfsatisfies hypothesis (H,) if there exists 
I,K R x R” + R such that I,Y(S, z) is continuous in s, convex in z, and 
I f(S? z>l G W(Sl z> W,) 
for every s E R, z E R”. 
Let R be a bounded open subset of R”; if q E [ 1, + co 1 we denote by 
W’7q(J2) the space of the functions in Lq(R) whose first order distribution 
derivatives belong to Lq(R). If 1 < q < +co we consider on Mu”+” the 
usual topology induced by the norm 
When q = +co, we say that a sequence (u,,) in I+“.m(0) r,-converges to 
u E W’~m(f2) if 
uh converges to 24 in L”(R); 
h,(x) converges to &4(x) for a.a. x E 0; 
sup, II&7Il,.~J(n) < +a. 
We can now state our continuity result. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let ~E[l,+coo], rE(l,+a,[, q=pr, and let 
f. IFI x IFi” + IR be a function such that: 
(i) for every z E IR” the function f(., z) is measurable; 
(ii) for a.e. s E IR the functionf(s, .) is continuous; 
(iii) for every s E IR the function f is continuous at (s, 0); 
(iv) the function f satisfies hypothesis (H,). 
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Let T, be the operator defined by 
(T,u)(x) =f(utxh Dutx)). 
Then T, is continuous between W’*q(S2) endowed with its strong topology 
(with the z,-convergence g q = +m) and L’(Q) endowed with its strong 
topology. 
Remark 2.2. Hypothesis (iii) in Theorem 2.1 cannot be weakened by 
requiring only that the function f(., 0) be continous on IR. In fact let n = 1, 
D = 10, 1 [, and let f be defined by (see [ 1, Remark 31) 
I( ) 
+ 
1+; Al if s f 0, 
f(s, z> = 
if s = 0. 
The function f satisfies hypotheses (i), (ii), (iv) of Theorem 2.1 for every 
p E [ 1, +co ] and the functionS(., 0) is continuous on IR. For every h E N let 
U,,(X) = (1 -x)/h. Then (u,,) converges to 0 in W’3m(Q) but f(u,, Du,) 3 0 
whereas f(0, 0) E 1. 
EXAMPLE 2.3. Let aii(s), hi(s) be bounded measurable functions 
(i, j = l,..., n) and let c(s) be a bounded continuous function. Then the 
operator 
TU = i aJu) DiUDjU + i hi(u) Diu + C(U) 
i,j= I i=l 
is continuous between W’9’(J2) and L’(O). 
COROLLARY 2.4 ([5]> Let g: iR -+ F? be a Lipschitz function and let 
q E [ 1, +a[. Then the “superposition operator” T: W’q4(fl)-+ W’3q(Q) 
defined by 
Tu=gou 
is continuous. 
Proof: It follows from Theorem 2.1 and from the chain rule (see [4]) 
Di( g 0 u) = g’(u) Diu. I 
3. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 2.1 
To prove Theorem 2.1 we need some preliminary lemmas. In the 
following, if B is a measurable subset of IR’, we denote by ]B( the Lebesgue 
measure of B. 
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LEMMA 3.1. Let X be a topological space and let @, ‘P be lower semicon- 
tinuous functions from X into R. If Cp + Y is continuous. then both (D and Y 
are continuous. 
Proof. It follows immediately from the fact that Cp = (@ + Y) - Y and 
Y=(@+ Y)-@. I 
LEMMA 3.2. Let B be a measurable subset of D and let 2: E W’.‘(Q) 
with lDu(x)( > 1 for a.e. x E B. Then we have 
lim IBnv-‘(A)l=O. 
IAI-O 
Proof Given u E W’9’(a) we define (see (3, p. 159 I) 
u-(x) = sup(t E [R: (y: u(y) < t) has density 0 at x) 
U’(X) = inf{t E iR: (y: C(J) > t) has density 0 at x). 
By (3, Theorem 4.5.9.(29)(11)) it follows that 
v-(x) = v’(x) for H”- ’ a.e. x E Q. 
where H”-’ denotes the (n - 1);dimensional Hausdorff measure. By 13, 
Theorem 4.5.9.(14)1 we obtain the coarea formula 
J lDvjdx=,j II”-‘(Bn(xER:v-(x)=s})ds. (3.1) Bnr-VA) A 
Since u E W’V’(J2), by (3.1) the function a(s)=H”-‘(Bn (x E 
8: v-(x) = s}) is integrable on iR. Since lDv(x)l > I for a.e. x E B we have 
therefore the conclusion follows from the absolute continuity of Lebesgue 
integral. I 
Finally we recall a semicontinuity theorem for functionals of the form 
J‘, g(u, Du) dx (see j 1, Theorem 1 and Remark 21). 
THEOREM 3.3. Let g: IR x IF?” -+ (0, +CXJ[ be a function with the 
following properties: 
(a) for every z E iR” the function g(., z) is measurable; 
(b) for every s E iR the function g(s, .) is convex; 
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(c) the function g(., 0) is lower semicontinuous on R; 
(d) the function g is bounded on the bounded subsets of R x R”. 
Then we have: 
(i) for every u E W;;,‘(0) the function x-g(u(x), Du(x)) is 
measurable; 
(ii) the functional J‘o g(u, Du) dx is lower semicontinuous on W,‘&!(G) 
with respect to the topology induced by L&,(R). 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. We consider only the case q < +co, the case 
q = +a~ being analogous. From Lemma 3 in [ I] and from hypothesis (H,) it 
follows that for every u E W’Vq(Q) the function T,u belongs to L’(R). In 
what follows the letter c will denote various positive constants, whose value 
can change from place to place. 
We consider first the case u E W’qq(~)nLm(12). Let ]Iu]ILrn(qj <A4 and 
let (u,J e a sequence converging to u in WlT4(Q) with ]( u,,(ILoc(nj < M. By the 
Severini-Egoroff theorem, for every E > 0 there exists an open subset B, of 
R, with (B,] ( E, such that the sequences (u,), (Dub) converge respectively to 
u, Du uniformly on Q - B,. Consider the following subsets of R: 
f2;= (xEQ-BB,:Du(x)=O); 
i2, = {x E R -B,: ) Du(x)l > 2~); 
z,=a - (QpJn,). 
Since R is bounded 
fz (C,I < lj2 (B,U {x E 0: 0 < 1 Du(x)( < 2e}( = 0. (3.2) 
By hypothesis (iii) and by the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem 
we have 
lip JG0 ] Tfuh - Tfu lr dx = 0. 
E 
By hypothesis (H,) 
1im;up 1 ) Tru,, - T,u lr dx 
EE 
< 1im;up c I (1 + (ulq + IDulq + (uh(’ + IDu,Jq)dx Es 
(3.3) 
<c f (1 +]~]~+]Du]~)dx. I& 
(3.4) 
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From the Scorza-Dragoni theorem (see [2, p. 2351) it follows that for 
every 6 > 0 there exists a continuous function fs : IR X R” --t iR and an open 
subset As of iR, with ]A, ( < 6, such that 
If(s, z> -f&7 ZIG 44~WV + IsIP + IzIP) 
for every s E IR, z E IR”. Therefore 
Since fs is continuous we have 
(3.6) 
Let q~, : R” -+ R be the function defined by 
(z/ (1+M9+P) 
& 
if ]2( < 6, 
v,(z) = 
,zI (1 +w+dy 
E v (1 +M4 +/z/q) 
if (z]>c. 
The function qE verifies the following conditions: 
(i) ‘p, is convex and 0 <q,(z) < c&l + /z/~); 
(ii) p,(O) = 0; 
(iii) there exists a constant c (independent of E, S) such that 
foreverysERwith]s]<MandeveryzER”with(z(>c. (3.7) 
Let CJ be an open subset of Q containing R,; set for every u E W’*q(Q) 
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By (3.7)(i), (ii) and by Theorem 3.3 the functionals @ and Y are lower 
semicontinuous on WVq(Q) and 
@(v) + Y(v) = j v,(Dv> dx. 
u 
Thus by Lemma 3.1 the functionals @ and !P are continuous on W’~q(Q). 
Since (Du,,) converges to Du uniformly on Q,, we have for h sufficiently 
large, that ) Du,( > E on 0,; then by (3.7)(iii) 
lim;up (,, 1 Tf,u,, - Tfuh lr dx < c limtup 1 
DE 
1, Ju,J rp,(Du,) dx 
< climzup @(u,J = c@(u) < cdl 
u 
l,&(u)(l + IDulq) dx. 
Using (3.5), (3.6), (3.8), and the fact that U is arbitrary, we get 
limhsup 1
a, 
[T/u,-TfuI’dx<c,j 
Q, 
l,&u)(l +(Dul’)dx; 
and so by (3.3), (3.4), (3.9) 
limzup 1 1 Tfu,, - T,u / r dx 
n 
ScjzE(l+lDul')dx+cjn nu-,(A ,(I +IDulq)dx. 
E s 
(3-g) 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
Letting 6 go to 0 in (3.10) and using Lemma 3.2 with u = U/~E we get 
lim;up j ITfu,-T,u(‘dx<cj (1 +IDu(q)dx. (3.11) 
R ZE 
Finally as E tends to 0, using (3.2) we obtain 
li? 19 ) Tph - T,u Ir dx = 0. 
Consider now the general case u E WIVq(s;l) and (u,J converging to u in 
W’~q(f2). Set for every M > 0 
UM = (u A M) v (-M), 
uf = (Uh A M) v (-M). 
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By [5], (uf) converges to uM ’ m WIYq(0) for every M > 0. Then, using the 
first part of the proof we have 
+’ J /7”u,-Tfu(‘dx+ - 1 1 T,u, - T,u 1” dx nntiu,l>w nnllul>Ml I 
< c limhsup (1 + Ju14 + IDu(‘)dx 
+/ ‘rantiul>hf) 
(1 + Jul’+ lDu[q)dx] 
<c. _I (1 + 1~1~ + IDulq) dx. nnliuiaw 
Now /D n (I uI> M)I < (l/Mq) In I ujq dx, so that the theorem is proved 
by letting M go to infinity. 1 
Remark 3.4. If B satisfies the cone condition, then, by using the Sobolev 
imbedding theorems, it is possible to prove Theorem 2.1 even if the function f 
verifies the following weaker estimates instead of the hypothesis (H,): 
if q > n, if@, z)l < ~(1 + v(s) + I z IDI, 
where v: Ri --t [ 0, +co [ is a continuous function; 
if q = n, If@, z>l < 41 + IW + IzIP)* 
where kE [ 1, +co[; 
if q<n I”m z>l G 41 + IQ + I43 
where k = np/(n - q). 
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